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Introduction
“Volunteers Management Open Platform” is the main output of the Moving
People in Volunteering project (MPV) that provides:

MPV is a 20-month capacity building project, co-founded by the
Erasmus+ programme, KA2, based on transnational cooperation between
organisations active in the field of youth from different regions of the
world. The main goal is to build on the exchange of experiences and best
practices of each organization in the domain of volunteer management
so as to create a firm organizational structure aimed at regulating project
preparation and learning path design and guaranteeing volunteers’ access
to the labour market .
MPV aimed at:
• promoting young people’s social inclusion and stimulate their active
participation in democratic life: during the project activities young people
learnt about diversity, participation in society and volunteering and they
were motivated to steer, carry out tasks and take initiative within these
topics. The EVS experience, in particular, allowed them to developed
a sense of initiatives and understanding of cultural differences and
communication skills for young disadvantaged people;
• transferring knowledge and know-how gained from the project into a
universal practice of volunteers management: the project improved
partners’ competences in receiving, sending and coordinating volunteers.
The inputs of 6 youth organisations from 3 continents added value to it
and strengthened the intercultural dialogue between the countries of
the partnership and beyond;
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• supporting the professional development of staff and youth workers
in managing volunteers, involving young people with a disadvantaged
background, and enhancing cooperation among project partners.
Participants had the possibility to cultivate their skills on how to design,
run and evaluate non-formal education and training activities at local
level. Partner organizations were also trained to involve and motivate
youngsters with fewer opportunities in voluntary activities at a local
and international level applying effective participatory and innovative
methods.
Volunteers Management Open Platform is a useful tool for other
organizations and individuals who would like to be involved in volunteering
activities and to develop their own. The OER is not just a guide book for
managing volunteering projects, but also a report on all the local activities,
designed and developed by volunteers during their EVS.
If you want to learn more about the project activities, have a look at MPV
website, , Facebook and Instagram profiles. In the following pages you will
get information regarding:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

European Voluntary Service
Selection process of EVS volunteers
Tools for evaluating volunteers’ learning path
Implementation of local workshops
Accounts of EVS experiences
Personal projects
Research on the humanitarian aid system
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1. EUROPEAN VOLUNTARY SERVICE

KEY ACTION 1

Overview: what is an
EVS?
Erasmus+ is the EU Programme
in the fields of education, training,
youth and sport for the period
2014-2020.
The
Erasmus+
Programme is designed to support
Programme Countries’ efforts
to efficiently use the potential of
Europe’s talent and social assets
in a lifelong learning perspective,
linking support to formal, nonformal and informal learning
throughout the education, training
and youth fields. The Programme
also enhances the opportunities
for cooperation and mobility with
Partner Countries, notably in the
fields of higher education and
youth.

MOBILITY OF INDIVIDUALS
EVS: EUROPEAN
VOLUNTARY SERVICE

Objectives:
• increasing young people’s skills
through the practical experience
of volunteering abroad;
• encouraging the learning of
another
language;
• developing the ability to interact
with persons of different language
and culture;
• spreading tolerance among young
people of the European Union;
• promoting active citizenship;
• supporting the development of
local communities.
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What is NOT an EVS:
Occasional, unstructured, part-time volunteering;
a work placement in an enterprise; a paid job; a
recreation or tourist activity; a language course;
exploitation of a cheap workforce; a period of study
or vocational training abroad.

Duration
Volunteering activities last from a minimum of 2
weeks and to a maximum of 12 months

Conditions
The volunteer must be between 17 and 30. The
volunteer spends up to 35 hours per week at work .

Topic
An EVS volunteer commits himself/herself to working
for an organisation abroad. Volunteering projects
can involve many different activities such as cultural,
social, environmental, and pedagogical activities.

Financial support
Accommodation, board and travel costs are covered
by the project.
The volunteer also receives individual support (pocket
money) and is covered by insurance .
As for grant support to travel costs in the Erasmus+
Programme, travel distances must be calculated
using the distance calculator .
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Each organisation involved in an EVS project acts as a support for the
volunteer. In fact, , these three parties, receiving, sending and coordinating
organisation, have a major role to play in order to ensure a valuable
experience to the volunteer. All these three organisations work closely
together to define the volunteer’s daily activities prior to his/her departure.
The sending organisation should work along with the volunteers to
determine their learning objectives, their interests and to identify their
specific needs. Moreover, the receiving organisation works along with the
other two partners to define appropriate activities for the volunteer based
on what they can realistically offer. The final choice of activities needs to
keep a balance between the volunteer’s learning needs and the needs of
the hosting community.
Below, you can read a list of organizational tasks in order to help help you
understand better what to expect from each organisation involved in the
EVS framework.

Receiving organisation
• organising activities, providing safe and convenient work environment;
• developing a programme in cooperation with volunteers and partner
organisations;
• providing support to volunteers throughout the project;
• covering accommodation, lodging, local transportation and food costs; ;
• providing a mentor that is not directly connected to the organisation;
• dealing with current project management issues, paying pocket money,
rental, food etc.
• providing (Online) Language Support, allocating licenses and proceeding
on it;
• enabling and supporting the volunteer`s own initiatives/project;
• providing traineeship, integration in local society and reacting to current
needs of the volunteer;
• organising evaluation process and supporting self-reflection (with a
mentor);
• dissemination and promotion.
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Sending organisation
• selecting volunteers in cooperation with the receiving organization.
(unless receiving is doing this);
• practical arrangements, incl.travel insurance;
• pre-departure training;
• providing support to volunteers during all the phases of the project, risk
prevention and management;
• participating in signing volunteering agreement;
• supporting self-reflection and Youthpass making;
• enabling follow-up activities;
• arranging participation in EVS annual meeting;
• reintegrating the volunteer in the local community after his/her return;
• dissemination and promotion.

Coordinating organisation
•
•
•
•

applying for the project;
distribution of funds ;
agreements with all the parties involved;
uploading Mobility Tool with data on volunteers and making sure they
are enrolled into Training and Evaluation cycle;
• monitoring, quality assurance;
• mobility Tool management;
• reporting, dissemination, promotion.
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2. SELECTION OF EVS VOLUNTEERS

The coordinating organisation, in collaboration with sending and receiving
organisations, establishes the selection criteria relevant to the target
group with whom the receiving organisation works and the activities that
they implement.
However the sending organisation conducts an initial screening of
volunteers in order to match activities with volunteer’s interests and skills.
The most popular methods of selecting and screening volunteers are:

Usually the sending organisations publish a call for participants so as to
start the recruitment process, they can use an application form to establish
the volunteer’s current status, identify his/her motivation for pursuing EVS,
and test his/her linguistic skills (sometimes just for informative purposes).
Afterwards, an interview between the potential volunteer and the sending
organisation might be set in order to clarify details - as a follow-on to the
application form.
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The sending organisation relays this information to the receiving
organisation. The receiving organisation may ask volunteers to forward
a letter of motivation regarding the position they wish to apply for and
continues the selection process through an interview in which it’s important
to inform the volunteer about:
•
•
•
•
•

working hours per week;
name and location of the main workplace;
location of the accommodation;
specific instructions to be followed;
rules to bear in mind.

In order to choose the best candidate, it is recommended to consider the
following aspects:
• a positive attitude towards independent progress of others;
• flexibility and willingness to adapt to local conditions;
• a desire to interact and understand other people’s cultures and outlooks
on life;
• be open-minded and willing to share ideas, information and experiences
without imposing values on others;
• remember that volunteering doesn’t mean having fun, everyone should
be motivated to work and enjoy a simple life, then it will turn out to be
fun most of the time
• be capable of living in another country for a long time .

Why?
Someone who has the above mentioned characteristics will easily adapt
to any new environment, thus making his/her volunteering experience in
that particular country useful for his/her learning process.
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3. TOOLS FOR EVALUATING VOLUNTEERS’
LEARNING PATH

It is important that the new volunteer feels welcomed in joining the
receiving organisation. It’s important to monitor the learning process and
to understand if the volunteer shows any sign of dissatisfaction. For this
reason , the receiving organisation should appoint a mentor who facilitates
the volunteer’s integration into the organisation, project, country and new
environment.
The mentor should organise regular meetings with the volunteer and pay
attention to the volunteer’s behaviour and his/her general wellbeing in
order to provide the appropriate support.
In general, each receiving organisation should use or supply different
methods and tools to the mentor, in order to evaluate the learning path
of the volunteers using non-formal and formal activities.
During each meeting, however, the mentor can simply ask the volunteer
about:

1) His/her objectives and fears:
• At this stage of your mobility project, do you think you have reached your
initial objectives?
• Have you come up with new goals?
• Do you consider the fears you had before departure were justified? If yes,
which ones, and how did you overcome them?
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2) His/her Work and professional life
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the activities of your EVS?
How is your integration within the host organisation going?
Do you work in team? If yes, with who?
How often do you meet your tutor? Do you consider that is enough?
Do you have responsibilities? If yes, which ones?
Do you take initiatives? If yes, which ones?
Have you acquired or developed hard skills?
Have you acquired or developed language skills?
Have you encountered any difficulties during your EVS? If yes, which ones,
and how did you overcome them?
• Do you think your EVS matches the initial plan?

3) Personal life
• How is your social and cultural integration in the country?
• What cultural/intercultural discovery have you made?
• Did you have any social or intercultural difficulties? If yes, which ones,
and how did you overcome them?

4) Daily life
• Have you encountered any difficulties regarding the house?
• Have you encountered other difficulties (local transport, food, budget,
etc.) If yes, which ones, and how did you overcome them?
• Do you feel comfortable in your new environment?
Moreover, CESIE uses the so-called self-reflection tool, ” that the volunteer
is asked to fill in every 2 months according to the length of his/her EVS
project.
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This tool helps volunteers:
• understand the EVS-Learning-Process as a complex experience;
• connect the perspective of the volunteer with those of all the actors
involved in the learning process;
• learn how to support volunteer’s learning process, identifying knowledge,
skills, attitudes needed to facilitate it , sharing experience and tools.
Below, you can find the document used by CESIE that might also be useful
for other receiving organisations.

Self-Reflection Tool
Describe your involvement in the project…
Are you satisfied about your relationship with the staff working at the
centre?
Not at all

Not much

Enough

Extremely
satisfied

Comments/suggestions:
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
What do you like about your voluntary work?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
What do you dislike?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Do you think you have enough tasks?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Did you receive sufficient help from the staff working at centre?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Comments/suggestions:
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Difficulties

A lot

Diversity/communication
Motivation
Techniques/Skills
Support of the staff
(centre + CESIE)
Relationships
Time
Tools
Relationship with
the target group/
beneficiaries
How did you find
solutions to overcome
these difficulties?

Many

Not so
many

Nothing

Describe your personal involvement…
Did you have difficulties in familiarizing with Palermo’s surroundings?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Did you have problems in relating to the other volunteers?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Do you get along with your roommate?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Did you have the chance to develop your skills and capacities?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Did you have problems in learning Italian?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Now, it’s the moment to analyse the new skills you are acquiring.
The questions could help you recognise the competences you are
developing and fill in the Youth pass at the end of the project. It’s a good
tool for you to assess the skills you’re acquiring and to allow your mentor
to keep track of your learning path.
Even if - at the moment - you might feel that some competences are
missing, don’t worry. It’s normal. During the next 6/9 months you will gain
most of the following competences. Think back at the past month.
(To learn more about the key competences, please visit:
https://www.youthpass.eu/it/youthpass/for/evs/keycompetences).
You don’t need to answer all the questions included below but use them
as an input for reflecting on key competences.
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Questions which can help the
volunteer to reflect are:

Key competences
Communication in the mother
tongue is the ability to express
and interpret concepts, thoughts,
feelings, facts and opinions in both
oral and written form (listening,
speaking, reading and writing),
and to interact linguistically in an
appropriate and creative way in a
full range of societal and cultural
contexts; in education and training,
work, home and leisure.
Communication in foreign
languages
(listening, speaking, reading and
writing):
individual’s level;
according to that individual’s
social and cultural background,
environment, needs and/or interests.

Mathematical competence is
the ability to develop and apply
mathematical thinking in order
to solve a range of problems in
everyday situations.

•
•
•
•

Did I use my mother tongue abroad? In which
situations?
How well did others understand you?
How did I adapt my language to the level of
the people I was speaking to?
Did I make other people feel OK about not
speaking perfectly what was- for them – a
foreign language?

•
•
•
•
•

Can you speak another language?
In which situations do you use it?
How well do others understand you?
What difficulties do you have?
How did you overcome those difficulties?

•

When did I use my mathematical competence
during the EVS project?
How did I solve problems/challenges related
to the EVS project when I faced them? Which
skills did I use and improve?
Could I use logical thinking in specific
situations? How did I use them?
Did I (learn to) use strategic thinking when I
was developing parts of the project? How did
I use it?
How did I deduce logical conclusions
based on practical arguments/experiences
(deductive approach)? And how did I test a
‘theory’ (theoretical approach) in practice
(inductive approach)?
How did I (learn to) use technology available
for specific parts during the EVS project –
e.g. internet research, databases, Polaroid,
digital cameras for reporting, Projectors/
presentations, specific methods according to
the topic involving ‘objects’ (material to work
with on ecological development, movies for
social topics…)?

•

•
Competences in science refers to
the ability and willingness to use the •
body of knowledge and methodology
employed to explain the natural
world, in order to identify questions •
and to draw evidence-based
conclusions.
Technology is viewed as the
application of that knowledge
•
and methodology in response
to perceived human wants or
needs. Competence in science
and technology involves an
understanding of the changes
caused by human activity and
responsibility as an individual citizen.
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Self-assessment

•
Digital competences involves
the confident and critical use of
Information Society Technology (IST)
for work, leisure and communication.
It is underpinned by basic skills in
ICT: the use of computers to retrieve,
assess, store, produce, present
and exchange information, and
to communicate and participate
in collaborative networks via the
internet.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
Learning to learn

•
•

What types of information sources did I use
to prepare myself for the EVS project?
To what extent did I communicate with (the
sending and) the host organisation using the
internet before the EVS project?
Did I use ICT during the EVS project? How
and what did I learn?
To what extent did I communicate with my
family, friends, or other volunteers during the
time I spent in the host country?
What did I learn about computer use in other
countries here?
How did I deal critically with knowledge
available on the internet?
How did I learn to use online resources for
my EVS project (websites, blogs, mailing lists,
social networks like Facebook)?
Which learning style do I prefer: learning by
doing, by reading and thinking, by observing?
How did I experience new ways of learning
due to limited communication?
Which activities in the EVS project motivated
me most in my learning?
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Social and intercultural
competence
Civic competence

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Sense of initiative and
entrepreneurship
Am I able to transform ideas into
action?
Am I able to be creative, innovative
and risk-taking, as well as the ability
to plan and manage projects in
order to achieve objectives?

•
•
•
•
•

How did I make new friends? What went well?
What did not work well?
How did I identify different habits in the host
community? How did I cope with them?
Did I take initiatives, go towards others, and
support others?
When was I most successful in
communicating with others here?
How did I present my own cultural
background in the host community? How did
I experience theirs?
What was my intercultural learning process
during the EVS project?
How did I deal with the cultural shock (if I
faced one)?
How did I deal with conflicts? How did I
resolve them?
How did I improve my ability to work in a
team?
Which other social competences did I
develop during the year?
To what extent did I increase cultural selfawareness: being more aware of my own
cultural values, norms and stereotypes and
the effect of communication with foreigners?
To what extent did I develop intercultural
sensitivity, flexibility and an enhanced
understanding of difference?
How much was I actively involved in the EVS
project?
Did I find out how to influence developments
in the organisation/ in the community? Did I
use this knowledge?
When did I participate in decision-making
within the EVS project?
How did I take into account different
opinions? How did they change my view
of my own country, of the host country, of
European developments?
How did my knowledge of national and/
or local/National/European policies and
structures increase?
Which tasks did I take up during the EVS
project;did I propose things that I could put
into practice – my ‘own’ project?
How did my understanding of the practice
and principles of project management
increase in the EVS project?
When did I take risks? And what did I learn in
the process?
What chances did I take to express my
creativity, to use new knowledge and skills
gained during the EVS project?
How will I use the concepts of other working
styles, cultures and innovation in future?
Did I see and seize opportunities for
cooperation or networking in future? Make
contacts that could be useful for my future –
(job related, common projects, etc.)?
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•
•
Cultural awareness and expression
Appreciation of the importance of
the creative expression of ideas,
experiences and emotions in a
range of media, including music,
performing arts, literature, and the
visual arts.

•
•
•
•
•
•

How willing was I to get involved in new forms
of cultural experience?
When was I able to use different media and
forms of expression (e.g. verbal, drawing,
body…) to express myself in different
situations?
Which skills did I improve?
Which differences and similarities did I
identify between the host country’s culture
and my home culture?
Did I experience situations where I could
not understand/deal with the host country’s
culture? How did I resolve this situation?
Did I increase my ability to cope with new
situations?
Which major changes have I become aware
of?
What does it mean for my life in future?

This tool is really useful for the volunteers because they can manage
conflicts, if any, and they can reflect on local activities and competences.
The whole partnership of PC IMPRESS project created a mobility
experience capitalization platform in which you can find:
• links to language tests aimed at assessing the language skills of
participants in a mobility project;
• links to all the tools available for evaluating and capitalising skills acquired
and developed during a mobility project
• a guide to evaluation and capitalisation interviews for participants when
they come back from mobility.
•
Another tool used by Pistes Solidaires is the COMP-PASS e-portfolio.
It’s an online service that allows people to introduce themselves to future
employers. Thanks to this tool, young people can provide recruiters with
all the documents needed. Once you have created the online profile, you
will be able to:
• fill in your own e-portfolio with your competences, experiences and
personal information;
• integrate link to videos, online documents, diplomas, reference letters,
etc;
• edit your online CV;
• evaluate your own competences regularly.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION OF LOCAL WORKSHOPS

EVS allows young people to take part in an intercultural and non-formal
learning experience. During mobility, the volunteer is involved in different
daily activities carried out by the receiving organisation. These activities
are designed to help the volunteer get soft skills, but they also respond
to the needs identified within the local community. The volunteer’s daily
activities may be in the social field (for example, working with children), in
the field of arts and culture, sports and leisure. The activities should have
a strong learning dimension.
Within MPV project, each group of EVS volunteers from each partner
country was responsible of holding 3 workshops targeted at young
people of the local community. These workshops’ main goal was to give the
opportunity to every volunteer to acquire or develop different soft skills.
First of all, they used their creativity to organise the activities according to
the different topics using non-formal learning techniques. Secondly, they
increased their sense of initiative and communication skills to reach the
target groups. Lastly, they could share their opinion with other youngsters
of coming from other cultures.
The workshops were focused on the following topics:
• Volunteering as a means of empowerment and social inclusion;
• Understanding diversity and promoting intercultural dialogue;
• Encourage young people participation in the democratic process and
in society.
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In this session we will present some of the activities that were implemented
in Kenya, Vietnam, Italy, France, Hungary and Nepal. Below, you will find an
account of the activities held during each workshop.

Volunteering as a means of empowerment and
social inclusion
All the people involved in this workshop had the opportunity to discuss
with young people about volunteering, at a local or international level.
Moreover, the participants could also reflect on soft and hard skills each
volunteer can improve after this experience. During this workshop other
young people could be stimulated to participate in volunteering.
“What does volunteering mean?”
The participants started to think about the
meaning of volunteering through a brainstorming
activity. Then, the participants were divided in 2
groups and they started to discuss and create a
logo and a motto related to volunteering.
Which skills can I use as a volunteer and
which ones do I want to improve?
Youngsters, who participate in this workshop,
had already volunteered in local or international
projects. Therefore, they had to reflect individually
about 3 soft skills they acquired thanks to their
experience and 1 skill they wanted to acquire. This
activity was very useful for the participants, so as
to reflect on volunteering. The main aim was to
enhance the learning dimension of volunteering
and to promote volunteering among young
people as a resource of personal empowerment
and to validate skills and competences developed
during their volunteering experience.
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Sharing volunteering experiences
Volunteers participating in the project as well as
previous EVS volunteers were invited to speak
and share their experiences during the first part
of the workshop.
In the second part of the workshop, they
delivered music and drawing workshops for
children, participants and, also tourists. Through
active interaction between the volunteers and
all the participants, knowledge about EVS and
volunteering was shared and the volunteers
received more appreciation by community
members and parents thanks to their work and
activities for their children.
Hat Game
Discuss about different subjects in small groups:
• What do you do as a volunteer?
• What kind of feelings do you have? (positive
negative)
• What are your objectivesfor your volunteering
project?
• How can you achieve these goals?
• Finally they presented their ideas in front of
whole group.
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Understanding diversity and promoting
intercultural dialogue
This workshop was focused on intercultural exchanges through nonformal activities. During these sessions participant could think about their
cultural relativism and appreciate diversity. The participants could discuss
about the meaning of interculturality and the benefits of intercultural
dialogue in our society.
“What are the benefits of intercultural
dialogue?”
Write and/draw the benefits of the intercultural
dialogue. Then, discuss and reflect on it
“How diverse are you?”
The volunteers asked the students to think
about and write five things that might make them
different from the others. Few categories (on the
board): gender, ethnicity, age, religion, nationality,
language, hobbies, right or left handed, favorite
pets, etc. were given and they had to choose
three of them and think of two extra categories
on their own and then share them with their own
group.
“The Diversity Workshop”
Was divided into 2 different sessions:
1. Intercultural Dialogue - Stereotype &
Communication						
Sharing experiences and thoughts about the
different cultures and the way we can use to
communicate with different people.
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2. “Workshop on different educational
systems”							
In this workshop the volunteers presented
their different educational systems in front
of children from an English/German school.
There was a question and answer session and
a moment for traditional dancing. Both the
children and the volunteers could learn about
different educational systems and cultural
differences [7].
Pour Partir A L’etranger: Concretement
Suggestions and tips to young people for
travelling in Europe
Each workshop lasted up to 30 minutes with short
activities aimed at conveying this message.
“Workshop on different educational systems”:
in this workshop the volunteers presented their
educational systems in front of the children
attending English/German school. There was a
Q&A session and a moment for traditional dances
. Both the children and the volunteers could learn
more about different educational systems and
cultural differences .
“Understanding diversity and promoting
intercultural dialogue”
The Vietnamese students gave a presentation
for EVS volunteers about 3 topics: Vietnam,
Nam Dinh province and Ngam mountains. It was
followed by a Q&A session with students and EVS
volunteers. After that, a Diversity Workshop was
led by two of the participants. They talked about
their respective cultures. The event ended with a
quiz about the different cultures .
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Encourage young people participation in the
democratic process and in society
This workshop was an opportunity for the youngsters to discuss about the
meaning of active citizenship and to engage them in the development of
their future in the society.
“Debate ”
The students were practicing in groups how to
share, discuss their opinions about a given topic,
and how to find an agreement by listening to and
reflecting on other participant’s ideas.
Task A: students were divided into four
groups, each of them having a different role:
Students, Teachers, Parents and Principal. Given
statement: “In school students should not wear
their uniforms.”
Task B: two groups, one agrees and the other
one disagrees with the statement: “To be a
teacher is better than to be a student.”
The groups had to collect their ideas, arguments,
and choose one spokesperson. Then a debate
started between the groups. Each group shared,
their ideas while the others reflected and asked
questions. They used an object, which should be
held by the spokesperson.
“Being an active citizen”
Share with the participants the experience of
being an EVS volunteer and thus to be an active
citizen in the local community. Group reflection
about this topic.
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Panel discussion
In a venue easily accessible for youth, the
volunteers together with former EVS volunteed
organised and led a panel discussion in which they
also introduced THE TOPIC of the participation of
youth in democratic processes.
Debate
An animator showed different ideas about
Democracy in practice. Each participant should
reflect on it and then share their opinion.
“What do you want to do?”
For this question, people were divided in small
team and discussed with one another about how
to carry out the ideas. Each group presented their
ideas.
Democracy Discussion in international
scale
A representative from each country gave a
brief presentation about how citizens in their
respective countries can be involved in democratic
processes.
“Presentation, Debate & Discussion”
Volunteers from different countries talked about
their respective political systems. There was a
presentation about the Communist system, the
Republican system and a monarchical system.
After the presentation there was a discussion:
• What do you know and think about other
political systems?
26

• What are the positive and negative aspects of each political system?
The presentation was followed by a debateconcerning the following
question : “How are young people involved in their own country’s democratic
processes?” This question was discussed by three groups and, in the end
every group presented their own ideas.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[1] Workshop implemented in Italy, CESIE, 13th February 2017
[2] Workshop implemented in Italy, CESIE, 13th February 2017
[3] Workshop implemented in Hungary, Fekete Sereg Youth Association, 12th May 2017
[4] Workshop implemented in France, Pistes Solidaires, 25th April 2017
[5] Workshop implemented in Italy, CESIE, 27th April 2017
[6] Workshop implemented in Nepal, CCN, 28th April 2017
[7] Workshop implemented in France, Pistes Solidaires, 25th March 2017
[8] Workshop implemented in Hungary, Fekete Sereg Youth Association, 17th March 2017
[9] Workshop implemented in Vietnam, SJ Vietnam, 2nd April 2017
[10] Workshop implemented in Nepal, CCN, 21st May 2017
[11] Workshop implemented in Italy, CESIE, 8th June 2017
[12] Workshop implemented in Hungary, Fekete Sereg Youth Association, 31st May 2017
[13] Workshop implemented in France, Pistes Solidaires, 1st June 2017

•

[14] Workshop implemented in Vietnam, SJ Vietnam, 1st July 2017
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5. Personal Projects

The main aim of this activity is to give the opportunity to every volunteer to
express his/her own creativity by implementing, a workshop or a project.
EVS volunteers, for instance, have to start their own project to show the
world who they are! Hopefully it will increase the sense of purpose of each
volunteer and allow them to get involved into a personal activity. It will
give volunteers the chance to share their personality with others.
During the EVS mobility, the EVS volunteers had the opportunity to
implement one personal project, such as a training course, a workshop,
or an activity with young people or children. The personal project was
implemented according to the needs and skills of each EVS volunteer. For
the implementation of the personal project, the receiving organisations
provided the volunteers with information and support.

Personal project of Nguyen Huyen

Hands-on introduction to chanoyu (Japanese tea ceremony)
Objectives:
• To get to know Japanese culture
• To learn the Art of Tea Ceremony and its
lesson in real life
• To learn how to live in peace and balance
Participant: 15+
Place: a place which is quite and spacious
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Time: June, 2017
How: The workshop consists of 3 parts:

Learn about Japanese culture and tea traditions
Discuss then find similarities and difference between
• Tea culture in China, Japan & Hong Kong
• Eastern & Western culture

Learn how to do a basic Tea tray tenmai
• Steps to make a basic Tea tray tenmai
• The meaning of this tradition and its value in real life

Make a bowl of tea and drink some matcha
• Learn some compulsory steps to enjoy the best tea, and learn how to
live in harmony with nature and be at peace
• Share feeling and lesson that you’ve learnt.
Tools:
• Matcha/ Asian Tea
• Tea tray
• Video & Pictures

Personal project of Sujan - cooking workshop
Cooking,means preparing food. . In the world
there are a lot of countries who run cooking
activities. Nowadays, different countries use
different ways and techniques to cook their
own food. And the taste of food is different
from one country to another. Actually,
cooking is a form of art.
Cooking is done both by people in their
own dwellings and by professional cooks
and chefs in restaurants. There are many
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methods of cooking, most of which have been
known since antiquity. These include baking,
roasting, frying, grilling, barbecuing, smoking,
boiling, steaming and braising. A more recent
innovation is microwaving. There are moist
heat and dry heat cooking methods, which
might affect the final result and the taste
of the dish you choose to cook . Home cooking has traditionally been a
process carried out informally at home or around a communal fire, and can
be enjoyed by all members of the family, although in many cultures women
bear primary responsibility. . Home-cooked meals tend to be healthier
with fewer calories, and less saturated fat, cholesterol and sodium on a
per calorie basis while providing more fiber, calcium, and iron.

The Project
Sujan decided to organise a cooking workshop with Nepalese food, in
particular spicy food but easy to cook as participants should have been
able to replicate the recipes with family or friend: chicken curry, pork curry
and daily soup. After the workshop the participants used their creativity
and tried various sauces, herbs, and other seasonings.
Group: 10-15 people in their 12–20.
The main objective of this project was to understand basic cooking terms
and techniques, know how to prepare meals, and in what order. The
participants can acquire skills on getting the timing just right, and prevent
things from cooling too quickly.

Personal project of Minh Ngoc
Ngoc worked at Ubuntu:
multicultural
kindergarden in which volunteers spend
their time taking care of the children involving
them in different leisure activities. Most
of the children come from disadvantaged
areas in Palermo and from migrant families.
Her personal project consisted of a manual
that can be very useful for other volunteers
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that wish to work with children.
Download the Manual

Personal project of Costantino - Painting
Objective:
• To paint and to teach Vietnamese student
how to paint
• To experience the differences between
Eastern painting and Western painting
Place: In Dao Su Tich school where I did my
volunteer work, and in Faxifan- a local social
business coffee shop
Time: From January to June, 2017
Tools: Brush and paint
How:

At the Dao Su Tich school
• Painting lessons for students and inspire them to paint
• Teaching the student how to paint

At the Fanxifan – local social business coffee shop
• Helping them to decorate their shop with painting

Personal project of Arpad - Kibandaongo Unit
for albinism
Destination: Kenya, Coastal Kenya, Kwale County.
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There are a couple of hundreds of people living
in the village. The school has about 60-70
students; 15 of them are albinos. The Albinos
come from faraway places, sometimes even
50 km far. Most of them are orphans; they live
in the village in a house built by a couple of Dutch volunteers. Half of them
are boys, and the other half girls, their ages vary from 6 up to 16. They live
together in two separated rooms. . This village is located on a hill, with no
electricity, water or proper roads. They are sssisted by a lady in her 30s,
who lives with them and with her daughters. She earns no money but
receives food for her job. The community is responsible of their wellbeing
; they all receive almost no income, but share everything, including food,
water and shelter. Most of them are Muslim, buthaving different religious
believes does not seem to be a problem.
Presentation questions
• Europe: what do you know about Europe? European people: what do
you know about muzungus and stereotypes?, and European Union?
Give an example on how you view these things from your experiences
meeting some of these people in Africa.
• Sustainability: The future of humankind , and how they can implement
sustainable practices in their community . Globalization and The
future of humankind . How to deal with the fact that now we are more
united than ever because of the means of transportation (airplanes
that cross the Sahara desert in a couple of hours,), International
Communication. Global Understanding between all countries.
Examples of sustainable practice
To plant trees, we must think about the next generations. Being responsible
and use our Time wisely for the sake of our Local Community!
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Personal project of Felix - Cooking
Felix worked for the social cooperative
“La Fraternità” managing a foster home
for disabled people. Disabled children’s
relatives founded the cooperative, in order
to provide them with a safe and encouraging
environment.
Felix and other volunteers supported local
workers taking care of this group of young people, organizing several
activities, such as theatre, music and dance classes .For their personal
project, Felix and, Gergely, (a volunteer from Hungart)decided to carry
out a cooking workshop, because they considered food as a means of
communicating with disabled people. Felix and Gergely cooked Kenyan
and Hungarian typical dishes with them, explaining the recipes and the
cooking process. Then, they enjoyed the meal together!
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6. Research on the humanitarian aid system

The purpose of this article is to investigate the nature of humanitarian aid
in the receiving countries of the MPV project. EVS volunteer conducted
this research in order to deepen their knowledge on this matter but also
to get toknow better the country they were living in.
Design/methodology/approach: the research identifies good practices in
humanitarian aid system that had a strong impact at local level.
Findings: the volunteers carried out the research through online research
with the help of the receiving organisations.

What is humanitarian aid?
Humanitarian aid is a self-explaining combination of word: . humanitarian
means it involves people in need, aid means help.
Humanitarian action aims at helping vulnerable people whose lives are
threatened, vital needs are not satisfied, and whose basic human rights
are violated. In general, humanitarian aid is material or logistical assistance
provided for humanitarian purposes, typically in response to humanitarian
crises including natural disasters and man-made disaster, as well as to
prevent and strengthen preparedness for when such situations occur. The
primary objective is to save lives, alleviate suffering, and maintain human
dignity. Humanitarian aid includes a combination and diversity of actors,
including non-governmental organizations, international organizations,
private institutions, economic operators and states.
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Humanitarian action should be governed by the key humanitarian principles:
humanity, impartiality, neutrality and independence. Humanitarian aid is
generally considered a fundamental expression of the universal value of
solidarity between people and a moral imperative. Humanitarian Action is
characterized not only by its goal and scope but it is also informed by a
set of principles that distinguish it from other forms of aid.
Humanitarian aid has a long tradition in history, even if only from recent
times people started to consider it as a good practice in the international
cooperation field. Some of the most important examples of humanitarian
aid took place in Europe after the end of the two world conflicts, but also
in India, while Gandhi was leading his movement, we can find different
examples of international intervention of people bringing their help to
reconstruct a stable situation and ensure that locals are safe again.
The rise of the modern humanitarianism can be dated back to1859, when
Jean Henry Dunant witnessed the consequences of the battle of Solferino.
Horrified by the terrible conditions suffered by the wounded fighters on
the battlefield, he decided to arrange an improvised relief services for
them with the help of local villagers. Back to Geneva, he wrote a book
(Memory of Solferino, published in 1862) pointing at the importance of
humanitarian system.
Since then, a lot of organizations, humanitarian agencies, governments,
States, and single citizens, have expressed an interest in this kind of issues
, which led to an exponential growth in the number of humanitarian
agencies in the past 15 years. The wide variation of donors leads to a range
of different strategies, actors, activities and values in order to achieve the
goals. Humanitarian assistance must also be understood as a political
activity. It has always influenced the political economy of donor countries
and governments.
Clearly, the main goal that everyone has to achieve is to prevent people
from suffering in order to guarantee the welfare and health of the
population. However, in the Italian research it was pointed out that Many
activists think that humanitarian aid has been unsuccessful in pursuing its
goals, because the humanitarian system is too chaotic and confused. This
causes a lack of coordination and duplication of services.
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Source: https://thehumalifeenglish.wordpress.com/2014/07/12/
the-humanitarian-actors
According to the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs, “France considers
humanitarian action to be primarily the expression of vital solidarity with
victims of disasters and armed conflicts. However, humanitarian action
as state intervention can also be justified from an operational point of
view in situation of extreme urgency when non-State actors rarely have
the capacity to act immediately with the necessary resources. Lastly,
humanitarian action is part of France’s diplomatic action, supporting
democracy, advocating the application of International Humanitarian Law
(IHM), campaigning in international forums in support of economic and
social development of the least developed countries (LDCs) and calling
for greater equity and solidarity in relations between the North and the
South” .
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The humanitarian system in all countries
involved in the project & the main actors
Depending on the location of the particular countries, countries might
be on the giving side of humanitarian aid, or onthe receiving side. In this
sense, humanitarian aid in the European countries is often seen as a
foreign policy matter as it includes funds to be sent abroad. However, in
the participating countries, they also have national organizations working
on humanitarian aid within the country on issues such as refugee housing
in Italy or refugee settlement in Hungary. Furthermore, for European
countries, there are special documents and agreements that demand
active involvement in humanitarian aid at European level. in Kenya, Nepal
or in Vietnam, Instead,, humanitarian aid focuses on the country itself
and its internal dynamics and problems. The money comes both from the
national governments as well as from foreign donors. First we will discuss
about and compare Kenya, Nepal and Vietnam, and then we will analyse
other European countries.
The Horn of Africa region is among the most vulnerable and disasterprone regions in the world. It suffers from frequent natural disasters and
conflicts, and many communities in the region are not resilient enough
to manage the risks related to disasters. In 2011, the devastating Horn
of Africa drought, combined with local and regional conflicts, forced over
12 million persons across the Horn to rely on emergency assistance. For
instance in Kenya, over 3.75 million persons needed humanitarian aid,
while in Somalia, over 4 million persons – half of the country’s population
– needed emergency assistance. Although the drought has now passed
in most parts of the Horn, there are still over two million persons both
in Kenya and Somalia needing humanitarian assistance. In addition, over
one million Somali refugees reside in the region, most of whom require
support on a regular basis.
Also Nepal, because of its geographical location in a relatively young and
emerging mountain range and with a highly varied climate, is exposed to
several recurrent hazards every year. Nepal is exposed to approximately
500 events of disaster every year on average and fire is one of the most
recurrent hazards. The last and most infamous event is the Gorkha
earthquake in 2015. This event led to the loss and injuries of many people
as well as destruction of land, buildings, infrastructure and cultural heritage.
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In order to deal with this kind of hazards, both big and smaller in scale,
the government of Nepal approved the National Strategy for Disaster Risk
Management in 2009. Furthermore, currently the Nepalese government
has given priority to formulating a National Disaster Risk Reduction
Policy and Strategic Action Plan through a consultative and participatory
process by engaging key government agencies, donors, UN agencies, nongovernment organizations, private sectors and humanitarian communities.

Resource mix Nepal 2015. Source: Global Humanitarian
Assistance Report 2017. p 34
Humanitarian aid system in Kenya involves a wide range of organizations,
agencies and inter-agency networks which are engaged in international
humanitarian assistance of people in need. In a humanitarian disaster,
there is always a need for coordination in order to maximize the efficiency
and effectiveness of the humanitarian effort to meet the needs of affected
communities. Actors include UN agencies, the International Red Cross/
Red Crescent Movement, non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
such as Humanitarian Coalition member agencies, military institutions,
local government institutions and donor agencies. We see these actors
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as prominent players everywhere in the world and thus also in all the
participating countries. International agencies, such as the UN, play a
prominent role in giving aid to countries such as Kenya, Nepal and Vietnam,
and also influences national humanitarian strategies in donor countries
such as Italy and France as these countries are part of its funding.
Also in Vietnam the humanitarian aid system is composed of different
network and agencies. There is a sort of institutional humanitarian aid, but
in reality it is just the compulsory activity of the State to help the development
of the rural areas of the country. There are also NGOs, associations and UN
agencies who have been in Vietnam for a long time and which are trying
to promote different actions aimed at reaching a real social and economic
equality for all the people. One of the biggest network is the UN-habitat,
which conducted the Climate Change Vulnerability Assessment.
A similar situation can be found in Nepal, although there the situation is
dominated by emergency crisis response after the earthquake in 2015.
However, also here the UN agencies, International NGOs, the Red Cross
movement, National NGOs and associations, and local government
authorities can be counted as the main actors in the humanitarian aid
system in Nepal.
Although humanitarian interventions in Kenya have been dominated by
‘classic’ relief operations (e.g. food aid by foreign donors, UN, etc), there is
a shift towards more market-sensitive options that will broaden the base
of private sector engagement. The most exciting developments, from a
humanitarian perspective, are within the rapidly growing sectors of finance
and telecommunications. Partnerships have been developed with Kenyan
mobile phone companies and banks to facilitate cash transfers: their rapid
growth is impacting on crisis-affected populations in Kenya. Many Kenyan
mobile operators and banks have business models committed to reaching
the poorest, crisis-prone areas of the country.
There is thus a growing awareness of humanitarian issues amongst the
Kenyan population and Kenyan firms, which increasingly match donations
made by their staff. This is part of an encouraging trend towards wider
corporate social responsibility. Several of the larger firms, such as Safaricom
and Equity Bank, have set up their own foundations, though mostly for
small-scale, longer-term development work.
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Another very important feature of the development of humanitarian
aid, especially visible in Kenya, is the focus on resilience. Organizations
are focusing on promoting a comprehensive and flexible approach to
disaster reduction and development, which seeks to build a continuum
between disaster prevention, humanitarian assistance, reconstruction
and development activities. It is important to improve resilience in
the most vulnerable communities, so that they do not need to rely on
emergency assistance. The basic idea is that while natural disasters cannot
be prevented, their effects can be mitigated through strengthening of
livelihoods, safety nets and other survival mechanisms. Furthermore,
as the humanitarian crises start to ease off, it would be of a particular
importance to start strengthening the communities’ resilience, so that
they could handle the next external shock better.
Currently the organizations aim to follow the continuum thinking by
helping communities to become more resilient.. For example, many
supported humanitarian projects have resilience building components.
Furthermore, resilience building activities are also funded through certain
development cooperation programmes, such as the Kenya’s food security
programme, the cash transfer programme. Some humanitarian appeals
and programmes also incorporate early-recovery and reconstruction
features with the aim to support emergency aid-dependent communities
to return to their normal lives. Kenya also promotes the continuum thinking
as a member of various multinational organizations.

Humanitarian aid in the EU
The humanitarian system in Italy, France and Hungary differs from
Kenyan, Nepalese and Vietnamese ones, as they all allocate a part of their
national income to promote humanitarian activities abroad . Furthermore,
as part of the European Union, they follow the European Consensus on
Humanitarian Aid and they are all member of the Good Humanitarian
Donorship which means they take into account a similar (European)
strategy for their own national strategy on humanitarian aid. The European
Consensus on Humanitarian Aid provides a common vision that guides
the action of the EU, both at its Member States and Community levels,
in humanitarian aid in third countries and is supported by the main
European humanitarian NGOs. Since 2010, the European Commission has
established a more robust and effective European mechanism for disaster
response. A single organization now deals with both humanitarian aid and
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civil protection, which is more efficient. The EU Civil Protection Mechanism
operates together with EU funding for humanitarian aid to tackle the needs
arising from a conflict or disaster. This mechanism has helped to provide
emergency supplies from EU countries .

120 contributors of the largest amounts of humanitarian
assistance, governments and EU institutions, 2016. Source: Global
Humanitarian Assistance Report 2017, p. 45.
Italy is particularly active in the Middle East and North Africa, in Sub-Saharan
Africa but also in Latin America and Asia , while France mainly focuses on
former colonies and the African continent. , However also Asia (because of
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its natural disasters) and the Middle East (because of political and security
crisis) receive support from France. Hungary devotes most of its funding
to humanitarian actions in the nearest regions (Balkans).
“Italy has a rich and internationally recognized history of humanitarian
intervention and aid, characterized by a large number of small to medium
size actors and high participation of decentralized cooperation, a peculiarity
of the Italian system”. It has 193 listed humanitarian actors, compared to
France who has 102 and Hungary who has 8 actors listed. All countries’
humanitarian strategy is influenced and guided by several international
treaties, agreements, protocols and conventions.
The Main actors for all countries include multilateral organizations, such
as the UN or the Red Cross. The Red Cross society is an important actor in
all three countries. In Hungary it was the first humanitarian actor and also
in France it is one of the most important and strong humanitarian actors.
Other actors involved are the state, universities, faith-based organizations,
armed forces, and of course NGOs. Also the private sector is seen as an
actor (not in the case of France though) but not further specified in reports.
, Italy endorsed a law in 1979 that defined cooperation (law 38/79) and
created a department within the Ministry of Foreign Affairs: the Directorate
General for Development Cooperation. The system was finalized in 1987
with the law 49/87 which set the legal foundations for Italian humanitarian
action, general discipline, principles and actors . In 2016, the Italian Foreign
Ministry published the Evaluation of cooperation projects 2012–2015, a
summary of independent technical evaluations of the initiatives financed
by Italian cooperation from 2012 to date. The publication highlights Italy’s
efforts to ensure uniform procedures and to optimize resources in order
to be more efficient, effective, and sustainable. The publication is also a
tool to guarantee the transparency of aid activities vis-a-vis all stakeholders
and, more generally, to the Italian public opinion.
Some of the Italian Non-Governmental organizations working in Italy and
abroad are:
INTERSOS - Solidarity in the front-line: is an Italian humanitarian aid
organization that works all over the world to bring assistance to people in
danger, victims of natural disasters, armed conflicts or living in conditions of
extreme exclusion. INTERSOS’ actions are based on the values of solidarity,
justice, human dignity, equal rights and opportunities for all people and
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respect for diversity and coexistence, paying particular attention to the
most vulnerable segments of the population.
Save the Children. Since its foundation, the NGO works with refugees and
migrants, and is currently accompanying children during their migratory
path. In fact, it is present in those countries where children come from,
such as Syria, and in transit countries, such as Turkey, Egypt, and Italy, in
order to protect and support them. It also operates in countries such as
Greece and Germany to help children understand their rights and grant
them the access to healthcare and shelter. It will be soon operational in
Macedonia and Hungary. In Italy, it offers assistance and protection to
minors in Lampedusa, Augusta, Catania Palermo, Trapani, Messina, and
Porto Empedocle, and it strengthened its activities in cities like Milan, Turin,
and Rome.
Caritas. A religious organization that raises funds in favor of refugees. In
fact, over the 4 years of conflict, it funded projects for 1,878,500 euros in
Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and Turkey. Over 400,000 euros have been devoted
to the activities of Caritas Syria. It works with a pilot project in Lebanon,
organizing training sessions and practical activities aimed to teach conflict
resolution techniques. In 2014, the Caritas network helped over 1.2 million
people in Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey, and Iraq. In October it will launch
the initiative Rifugiato a casa mia, an initiative designed for families willing
to host a refugee.
Other organizations working with refugees and migrants are Soserm
(SosEmergenzaRifugiati Milano), Progetto ArcaOnlus. At Milano Centrale
railway station the association has created a hub for first aid to transit
refugees.. People can help by offering basic items. Amici del Baobab: The
association is operational in Rome. It posts real time a list of things needed
at the centre.
Also France’s humanitarian action is part of a larger framework of assistance
pursuant to the Paris Principles for Aid Effectiveness, the Fragile State
Principles of the EOCD and supports the UN. Furthermore, since 2012
France has a unified humanitarian strategy that takes into account several
laws and principles such as the International humanitarian Law, GHD, the
EU consensus, and Human Rights Law, and provides the framework for
dialogue between state humanitarianism and other humanitarian actors .
At a national level, three distinct directorates of the French ministry of
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foreign affairs (MAE) participate to the preparation and implementation of
humanitarian actions. These are the Crisis Centre (CDC), the DirectorateGeneral for Global Affairs, Development and Partnerships (DGM), and the
Directorate for the United Nations, International Organizations, Human
Rights and Francophonie (NUOI). The crisis center is responsible for
monitoring, anticipating, alerting and managing crisis which take place
abroad and which require emergency humanitarian action. This is thus
the most important institution when it comes to state humanitarianism,
however the crisis center also manages non humanitarian actions. The
DGM implements food aid programmes to address the most serious
situations. NUOI is responsible for defining, implementing and following
up France’s policy in the area of humanitarian affairs conducted by the
UN and the institutions and organization attached to it, in addition to the
International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement. When it comes to a
humanitarian intervention, the management of natural disaster response
strategies is the responsibility of the Directorate-General for Global
Affairs, Development and Partnerships. The operational implementation
of strategies aimed at enhancing the resilience of both rural and urban
societies is the responsibility of the French Development Agency.
Hungary, in comparison with France and Italy, has notably less humanitarian
actors, of which the Red Cross is the biggest one. This can be related to the
development of Hungary in the last years. However, the changes undergone
by the country in the 1990s shows a change towards social and political
environment for humanitarian activity. The Hungarian EU Presidency
in 2011 marked another important step in the national humanitarian
strategy. Their access to the EU and OECD is encouraging for the future of
an effective international development co-operation policy.
The Hungarian strategy complies with , principles and guidelines of the UN,
OECD-DAC, GHD and the EU. State humanitarianism is managed by the
National Directorate General for Disaster Management (part of the Ministry
of Interior) who is responsible for civil emergency planning and protection
administration inside of the country. For the planning, coordination and
implementation of the Hungarian International Development Cooperation
policy, an independent organization unit within the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs has been appointed. Civil society activity has been coordinated by
the Hungarian Association of NGOs for Development and Humanitarian
Aid (HAND), who aim to be a co-operative partner of the Hungarian
governmental bodies. However, until present the coordination has been
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ineffective.

Identify 2 best practices in humanitarian aid
that had a strong impact at local level
In Kenya, the Kenyans for Kenya (K4K) initiative used mobile banking
and social media platforms provided pro bono by telecoms and media
companies – notably Safaricom, Kenya’s largest mobile provider, but its
competitors as well – to attract individual donors and aggregate their
contributions towards the KRCS emergency response. Companies also
made cash contributions as part of their corporate social responsibility
commitments. In-kind contributions were collected by participating
companies. Other private sector partners, such as Kenya Commercial Bank
and major auditing companies, offered pro bono financial and auditing
services.
The K4K initiative far exceeded its initial fundraising target of Ksh 500m,
eventually raising over Ksh 7.5 billion (approximately $8.5m) as well as
donations in-kind valued at Ksh 278m (ZehraZidi, 2012). Even so, the overall
amount raised was a small fraction of the humanitarian aid received in
response to drought appeals ($427.4m).
Cash transfer platforms provide an opportunity for revolutionizing
humanitarian response in Kenya and for bringing long-marginalised
populations into more integrated markets and the orbit of banking and
financial services. The resilience agenda in Kenya is contributing to realizing
these possibilities. However, these humanitarian responses are largely still
at the experimental stage and there are reasons for caution: switching to
these platforms will be a slow process, especially as they are rolled out to
distant areas; the sustainability with which bank and telecom systems can
deliver aid rests on unproven business models; and dialogue between the
private sector and humanitarian actors on shared and respective objectives
is ad hoc and dispersed. The remarkable spread of mobile money transfers
and village-level banking in Kenya – now extending into more distant and
drought-affected areas – brings a potential convergence of business and
humanitarian interests to places where past emergency responses had
few options for utilizing private markets and delivery channels. Equity
Bank and Safaricom are way out in front of the competition, though
new financial players, such as the First Community Bank in Mandera, are
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arriving. Ongoing resilience investments such as the HSNP or WFP’s work
on cash for assets suggest that these platforms may be moving closer to
the point where humanitarian responses using cash transfers could be
done on a large scale.
In Vietnam, one association that had a strong impact at a local level is
a Japanese association. In the fisherman village in Hanoi, a place where
people live in poverty and often don’t have what they need. The Japanese
association helps them to create sponges from recycled materials that the
people in the fisherman village can easily find on the river side. After they
create these sponges, the Japanese NGO helps them to sell the items they
made abroad. With the profits from the selling activity, the association
gives back some money for the production process, some money for
the transportation. The rest of the profits is given to the people in the
fisherman village, to help them buying the things they need.
Another good practice it’s made by SJV (Partner Organization). They
help the people in the village by feeding them, giving them food and rice
and also by helping the children in that place by giving them education.
Furthermore they help parents to acquire the certification required to get
an education or to get a job.
In Italy, the first organization that has had a strong local impact is Emergency.
Emergency s is an independent Italian organization that provides free, high
quality medical and surgical treatment to the victims of war, landmines
and poverty and it also promotes a culture of peace, solidarity and respect
for human rights.
In Italy the right to medical care is recognized by law, and it is actually often
denied to immigrants, foreigners, poor people who do not have access to
treatment because of their scarce knowledge of their rights, as well as the
linguistic barriers and the difficulty in finding their way within a complex
health system. More than 260,000 consultations have been given in our
Italian facilities (as of December 31, 2016).
In a climate of widespread fear and growing racism, migrants often do not
turn to public facilities as they are afraid of being reported to the police
or the authorities. For these reasons EMERGENCY began to work in Italy,
operating within prisons (2005-2007), treating immigrants, and situations
of social distress such as psychological counseling after the earthquake.
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In 2006 EMERGENCY opened an Outpatient Clinic in Palermo, Sicily, to
guarantee free healthcare to migrants - with or without residence permits
- and to any person in need. Our Programme in Italy then was expanded
in December 2010 with the Outpatient Clinic in Marghera, near Venice;
in July 2013 with the Polistena Clinic (Calabria region, Southern Italy); and
in 2015 with the Castel Volturno Clinic and the Naples Clinic (Campania
region, Southern Italy). Furthermore, Emergency has mobile clinic, offers
social-medical assistance and doctors and cultural mediators are working
in Sicily since the summer of 2013 to guarantee basic healthcare to
migrants who are coming ashore.
Another organization is SOS Children’s Villages. This is an independent,
non-governmental international development organization which has
been working to meet the needs and protect the interests and rights of
children since 1949.
SOS Children’s Villages is present in over 130 countries around the world.
It has answered the needs of children and families in Italy for over fifty
years, adapting its work in order to support children at risk. For example,
as a result of the increase in number of refugees arriving in the country,
the social centre in Mantua provided accommodation to children who had
fled their home country and arrived in Italy without their parents. There
are six social centres in Italy, all of which work with the local communities
and agencies to support children and their families so that the children can
grow up within a caring family environment. Children whose parents cannot
take care of them will find a loving home in one of the SOS families. SOS
Children’s Villages also provides semi-independent housing programmes
for youths and helps them integrate into the labour market.
•
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[1] Ministère des affaires étrangères – France Humanitarian Strategy
[2] http://hamap.eu/italy
[3] https://sites.tufts.edu/jha/archives/1935
[4] Ministère des affaires étrangères – France Humanitarian Strategy
[5] http://drrportal.gov.np/uploads/document/892.pdf
[6] https://ec.europa.eu/echo/who/humanitarian-aid-and-civil-protection/europeanconsensus_en
[7] https://www.ghdinitiative.org/ghd/gns/about-us/our-members.html
[8] http://hamap.eu/italy
[9] http://hamap.eu/italy
[10] http://hamap.eu/france
[11] http://hamap.eu/italy
[12] http://hamap.eu/italy
[13] http://www.aics.gov.it/?page_id=10181
[14] https://www.intersos.org/en/
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[15] http://hamap.eu/country-profiles/france/
[16] Ministère des affaires étrangères – France Humanitarian Strategy
[17] http://hamap.eu/hungary
[18] International Development Cooperation Strategy and Strategic Concept for International
Humanitarian Aid of Hungary 2014-2020
[19] http://hamap.eu/hungary
[20] (Fitzgibbon, 2012).
[21]http://www.emergency.it/italy/index.html
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7. Accounts of evs experiences

This section consists of a collection of accounts from EVS volunteers who
lived in another country for several months. They succeeded in adapting
themselves to and interacting with the local community. They improved
their personal skills through the MPV activities: the personal projects and
the local workshops. They met new people and shared experiences with
other culture and traditions.
Felix Nzeki Mutula, 22, Kenya - EVS in Italy:
“I have gained some key competences and familiarized
myself with what I’m good and not good at, recognized
my strengths and weaknesses in various areas of my
professional as well and personal life. During my EVS
mobility I did many activities in different local centres
working with disabled people that changed my
perspective on the whole topic”.
Nguyen Thu Huyen, 24, Vietnam - EVS in France:
“After 6 months, I’ve collected a bunch of experience:
workshops, research and animation activities using nonformal education methods. It gave t me the opportunity
to work on new subjects as well as to meet new people.
I’m really thankful! I hope in the future, more and more
volunteers get chance to discover another country and
awesome skills as I did, so that people in need could
receive some help - effectively and timely.”
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Nguyen Thi Minh Ngoc, 27, Vietnam - EVS in Italy:
“One of the most memorable things was working with
children, people with disabilities and helping homeless
people. They not only made me understand positive
values, but taught me how to live a meaningful and
responsible life.”
Costantino Siino, 28, Italy - EVS in Vietnam:
“I witnessed extreme poverty, and I was touched by
that. I also taught English as I expected, I made some
more connections with people from all over the world,
and I spent six months in Vietnam always being serious,
active and friendly”
Anna Etelka Szollar, 28, Hungary - EVS in Nepal:
“I enjoyed a lot the extracurricular activities, like hiking,
cooking competition, science exhibition, where I had
the possibility to spend time with the students in an
informal way. They were more themselves, natural and
open minded”
Dilip Kumar Hajara, 24, Nepal - EVS in Hungary:
“During the EVS program I have been involved in
different activities with volunteers, coming from different
countries. .I learnt and shared ideas and experiences.
Now I think I have more experience in as a social worker
So, I would like to be a youth worker”
Sujan Giri, 20, Nepal - EVS in France:
“I did many workshops, and I’ve learnt how to manage
my time, communicate with people, handle different
situations and make snap decisions. I feel so happy I
got to understand another culture, discover different
culinary traditions enjoy music. EVS taught me how to
transform ideas into actions”.
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Lucia Pincerato, 26, Italy- EVS in Kenya:
“I learnt to be autonomous in many fields, I got to
know many people, both in my host families and in the
project. I adapted myself to the local food and habits.
I liked working at the project, interacting with children
and teachers, because I had the opportunity to spend
time with the locals and know much about them. We
became friends and I enriched my knowledge and
personal experience”
Arpad Krokovay, 28, Hungary - EVS in Kenya:
“I was a Geography and Math teacher. I started my EVS
experience in a primary school located in Nairobi. I also
get the opportunity to teach in a secondary school as a
geography teacher twice a week”.
Emeline Nadège Prisca Pallatier, 26, France - EVS
in Nepal:
“The activity that I appreciated the most it is to teach
the children because they were curious, attentive and
charming”
Lucie Dejean, 28, France - EVS in Vietnam:
“I’m quite happy of what I did during this volunteering
experience because I grew up as a person.. I enjoyed
working and giving lessons to children from 8 to 11
years old”
Mercy Awino Osongo, 24, Kenya - EVS in Hungary:
I applied for the position. I explained my situation and
they gave me time to finda project , because they thought
I was good and deserved this chance. So give yourself
a chance. When I got to Hungary, I was introduced to
my mentor, a person who supported me during the
project. we shared our experiences and the challenges
that we were facing within and outside of the project. I
hardly had problems here so most of the time we just
talk about the tasks that Iwas responsible for. ”.
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